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Abstract: Resource complementarity carries significant benefit to the power grid due to its 
smoothing effect on variable renewable resource output. In this paper, we analyse literature data to 
understand the role of wind-solar complementarity in future energy systems by evaluating its impact 
on variable renewable energy penetration, corresponding curtailment, energy storage requirement 
and system reliability. Results show that wind-solar complementarity significantly increases grid 
penetration compared to stand-alone wind/solar systems without the need of energy storage. 
However, as capacity increases, the capability of complementarity to increase grid penetration 
approaches its limit due to the reduced matching of output to the load profile and pursuant increase 
in excess generation. Thus, achieving very high penetration requires appropriately designed energy 
storage and curtailment. Yet, even at higher grid penetration, complementarity carries significant 
multidimensional benefits to the power system. The most important observation was the achievement 
of very high grid penetration at reduced energy storage and balancing requirements compared to 
stand-alone systems. Researchers reported that using the same energy storage capacity, wind-solar 
complementarity led to significantly higher penetration of up to 20% of annual demand compared to 
stand-alone systems. In addition, by coupling to curtailment as an enabler, and related dispatch 
flexibility that comes with storage application, lower balancing capacity need was reported at higher 
penetration. Wind-solar complementarity was also found to reduce ramping need while contributing 
to improved system adequacy. Complementarity from other dispatchable renewable resources further 
reduces storage need and curtailment and improve system reliability, whereas power grid integration 
and relative cost changes allow for further optimisation while transitioning to 100% renewable 
energy. 
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1. Introduction 

An increased use of variable renewable energy (VRE) resources, such as wind and solar energy, 
has created a concern over the corresponding challenges of their intermittency. One of the major 
challenges relates to reserve requirements to address intermittency and the ability to enhance grid 
matching capability. A recent article [1] provides a review of the different challenges and possible 
solutions to tackle the significant technical level challenges that accompany high penetration of 
photovoltaic (PV) generation in the energy system. Technical solutions, such as demand response, 
the use of energy storage technologies, and excess energy curtailment were expected to ameliorate 
these challenges. Reports show that demand response could improve load following capability of the 
power systems [2–4]. Energy storage also has the potential to improve grid flexibility and increase 
grid penetration of variable renewable energy resources while curtailment was reported to lead to 
high penetration at reduced storage and conventional balancing resources [1,5–23]. In a recent study, 
the link between curtailment, penetration and storage need was reported to play a significant role in 
system design during energy transition [24]. Other studies examined the possibility of overcoming 
the challenge that comes with wind-solar variability by exploiting its complementarity to increase the 
energy penetration of these resources and mitigate the associated operational challenges [6,20,25–47]. 
Particularly, the study by [6] reported that resource complementarity carries multi-dimensional 
benefits to the system. Even though there is a clear consensus that complementarity of resources, 
such as wind and solar technologies, leads to a smoothing effect that may reduce ramping 
requirements and transmission congestion while also significantly improving grid matching of these 
resources [4,5,20,22–29], the magnitude of this benefit against other measures and how this could be 
implemented during system design is not yet clear. 

The benefits of complementarity were reported in 6 groups of studies. The first group [25,26] 
approaches the question from meteorological perspectives, applying techniques such as correlation 
tests, standard deviations and other indicators between diverse resources as well as geographic 
locations. The second group [27–29] applies almost similar techniques to evaluate complementarity 
between power generated by different resources and at different locations. Typically, both types of 
studies report negative correlation between wind and solar resources (which was interpreted as the 
presence of resource complementarity), while also reporting location dependent spatial 
complementarity. Other than showing the potential benefits, these studies are insufficient to 
specifically quantify the benefits economically or technically. A few studies that quantified 
economic or technical benefits of complementarity exist [5–7,9,20,30–40]. The remaining four 
groups fall in these categories. The third group are those trying to quantify the benefit, in terms of 
economics and use optimisation models [9,30], while comparing some specific cases of resource 
complementarity with any of the stand-alone systems of the target resources. While such studies 
report economic benefits of complementarity, their ability to clearly show the technical benefit is 
limited. The fourth group of research evaluated the benefit of wind-solar complementarity to 
improve system reliability using a loss of load parameter [43] and other indicators such as firm 
capacity [32]. The fifth group of studies [5,6,32–34] has evaluated the technical benefits of 
complementarity using various indicators, typically grid matching (penetration), impact on storage 
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and balancing capacity requirement, etcetera. The sixth group deals with the subject based on data 
gathered from utilities to quantify the role of complementarity as currently experienced by  
utilities [35]. Such studies provide important lessons as regards to its role in the operation of existing 
systems, particularly in decreasing reserve requirement. However, due to the present low penetration 
of VRE in most countries, the ability to obtain full operational lessons is still limited. More 
importantly, lessons that will inform design level decisions may come from more diversified studies 
that are built on understanding system characteristics than an analysis of the existing system. Thus, it 
is important to develop a broader view. In this study, we will examine the various advantages that 
complementarity could provide to a future grid in general and its ability to reduce storage 
requirements.  

The above studies vary in scope, geographic location, and methods even in the same groups 
given above. They also vary in the number of resources they evaluate. Some try to find benefits of 
spatial distribution using one resource or more, others examine complementarity between various 
resources regardless of geographic distribution [22,25–45]. For instance, while wind-solar 
complementarity studies are common, studies looking into the complementarity of these resource to 
other renewables such as hydropower [33,38,40–42,44], bioenergy [48] and marine energy [31] also 
exist. Despite the varying methods and scopes, by context all these studies refer to the 
complementarity of generation resources to supply electricity demand. Thus, in this paper resource 
complementarity is defined as the ability of a spatio-temporally distributed mixture of renewable 
generation resources to enable better electricity supply conditions at reduced operational challenges 
and need of enabling technologies due to the improved matching of outputs to demand profiles. 
Relevant review papers dealing with the subject heavily focus on the methods and indicators used to 
evaluate complementarity as in [49], the definition of the concept and indicators as in [50], analysing 
the smoothing effect of complementarity [51], etcetera. This paper focuses on analysing and 
clarifying the multi-dimensional benefits of wind-solar complementarity in the power system. The 
paper also evaluates how these benefits are manifested in various studies and how these potentials 
could be exploited during system design. To get better insights, results of studies performed at hourly 
resolution were closely examined. Power system level studies that allow an easy comparison of 
various conditions were given due attention for this analysis. 

2. Perspectives on complementarity 

Considering wind and solar resources, electrical output profiles vary significantly depending on 
geographic location, weather, time of the day, season and various topographic conditions. Figure 1 
presents a one-week aggregated simulated hourly output profile of wind and solar plants, and the 
corresponding demand profile for California. The total capacity of the wind-solar hybrid system in 
this simulation was 40.9 GW (11.1 GW solar and 29.8 GW wind). The system was distributed 
throughout California and would have supplied the maximum possible energy (38.3% of the annual 
demand) that California could have obtained from intermittent renewables in the year 2011 without 
energy dumping or storage. Note that achieving the same penetration with solar or wind technologies 
alone would have required some curtailment, storage or both. 
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Figure 1. Simulated hourly profiles of wind, solar, wind-solar hybrid system outputs and 
the corresponding load profile for one spring week in California (data taken from [1,6]). 

As shown in Figure 1, solar generation gradually increases until noon, when it starts the 
opposite gradual decrease during the afternoon on a typical sunny day (see days 5–7) [6]. Cloud 
cover adds more solar output variability on cloudy/semi-cloudy days, as shown for days 1–4, by 
temporarily reducing/blocking the received solar irradiance depending on the relative size of the PV 
system and the cloud. Unlike solar, wind has a less defined diurnal output profile but for most 
geographic places, it is reported to reach its peak generation during the evening time. However, if 
one regards the total output over the day, wind tends to demonstrate some sort of periodic output, i.e. 
a few continuous days of good generation (which depends on the season) before/after days of poor 
generation, unlike solar (which does not show the spikey nature of wind output to be discussed 
below). 

The diurnal behavior of both resources seems common to most places, depending on local 
weather. However, seasonal variability and resource quality show significant differences from place 
to place. This can be seen by comparing Figures 2, 3 and 4, which present seasonal variability of 
wind and solar energy production for California [6], Finland [10] and the Kingdom of Saudi  
Arabia (KSA) [11], respectively. The daily output shows that wind output peaks in spring for 
California and KSA, and in wintertime in Finland. Due to its tendency to show some periodic trend 
in terms of its daily generation, wind output is very spiky, showing several dips after reaching peak 
daily output. Overall wind output in Finland is poor in the summer as compared to other seasons. 
The difference in seasonal variation of the solar output between Finland and the two places is even 
larger. 

As shown in Figure 3, Finland’s solar output is almost zero from November through February, 
the diurnal variation in summer also indicates that it is affected by cloud cover. On the contrary, the 
solar generation in California and KSA appears smoother during summer and provides good 
generation during winter depending on local weather (such as cloud cover). Note that the output 
presented corresponds to a VRE penetration of 70% of total annual energy demand of Finland,  
and 38.1% and 98% of the annual electricity demand of California and KSA, respectively. Thus, the 
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comparison should focus only on the diurnal and seasonal profile rather than its relative value as 
compared to the corresponding daily average demand. The often higher than demand generation in 
Finland and KSA occurred because of the energy storing process using technologies such as batteries, 
synthetic natural gas storage and sector coupling (heat, gas, transport). In contrast, in Figure 2 where 
only the power sector of the state of California had been examined at lower penetration, daily 
generation did not exceed demand because the size of the variable renewable system is lower. 

 

Figure 2. Daily simulated output of wind, solar and their hybrid, for systems given in 
Figure 1, and daily electricity demand of California for the year 2011 (data taken from [6]). 

 

Figure 3. Daily output of wind, solar, and their sum as well as the daily electricity 
demand of Finland. Note that wind and solar technologies are 35 GW and 30 GWp 
capacities, respectively. In total, 2.5% of the generated energy is curtailed and about 51% 
of the generated energy is stored during one year with the remaining being directly 
consumed (data taken from [10]). 
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Figure 4. Daily output of wind, solar, and their sum as well as the daily electricity 
demand of Saudi Arabia for a power sector consideration. Note that wind and solar 
technologies account for 124 and 184 GW capacities, respectively, for the chosen  
year 2040. In total, 6% of the generated energy is curtailed and about 34% of the 
generated energy is stored during one year with the remaining being directly  
consumed (data taken from [11]). 

The above change in resource quality and profile is common even at smaller differences in 
geographic location. Particularly, the presence of mountain terrain may result in a significant 
observed output difference of these resources at a given time of the year. However, the difference 
between locations with small geographic separation over some season may be small, particularly for 
solar. 

The foregoing discussion shows significant diversity in the output profiles of wind and solar 
technologies. This may bring significant benefit to the future energy system through smoothing and 
improved grid matching that in turn result in high grid penetration, reduced energy storage and 
balancing capacity needs, improved reliability, etcetera. Though the hybrid is always better, its 
smoothing impact will not remove extreme ramping requirements at some time of the year that may 
still be a challenge (see for example the down ramp of the hybrid system starting at the end of days 1 
and 7; and the up ramp starting on the evening of day 4 of Figure 1). However, the benefit in 
increasing penetration and reducing storage could be significant. Returning to Figure 1, one can see 
that the solar/wind hybrid system matches the load profile better than the respective stand-alone 
systems. If the system size is doubled, assuming approximately similar profiles, generation will be 
higher than the load (which requires storage or another spilling means). This becomes more of an 
issue of concern than balancing the demand during the week. 
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3. Benefits of complementarity 

In the following subsections, we will examine the potential benefits of complementarity and 
how exploiting it could benefit the future energy system. Due to the challenge of creating simplified 
comparative criteria between various studies, we will focus on making comparisons based on grid 
penetration, storage size, and share of wind or solar as percent of total VRE capacity, balancing 
capacity, etcetera. 

3.1. Smoothing and improved grid penetration 

Several studies evaluating the benefits of complementarity from a meteorological perspective or 
from power generated by solar/wind resources have concluded that variability is smoothed, which 
may lead to a decrease in ramping requirement. The smoothing effect is usually measured using 
correlation tests, with negative correlation being interpreted as the presence of complementarity. 
Complementarity in this case could be understood as the measure of high degree of VRE output 
distribution over time, which reduces the number of times over which energy is not generated by the 
combined wind and solar resource. Solar was found to show strongest correlation in most reports, 
which weakly decreases as distance between resource location increases [32]. Similarly, wind 
resources show relatively strong correlation that decreases a bit faster with increased separation 
distance, indicating some degree of complementarity [32]. Such complementarity is usually credited 
as a factor that smooths the overall wind energy output to be injected into the power  
system [25–27,32,55]. The consequence of that effect is reduced ramping requirement and reserve 
capacity need. More importantly, mixing solar and wind resource as well as increased spatial 
distribution was linked to weak anti-correlation [25,27,32] and reduced variability [52–54], which 
confirms the presence of complementarity between the two resources. The effect of such 
complementarity not only reduces ramping and reserve needs but also enables the possibility of 
increased grid penetration of wind-solar hybrid systems as compared to one of them as a  
stand-alone [6,22,34]. It also improves the reliability of VRE as energy supply resources, even 
though it does not fully solve its fundamental challenges [32,35,43,55]. The issue of reliability is 
discussed in the next section in order to focus on its effect on the two challenges, namely, ramping 
need and grid penetration. 

Ramping is a rapid change in power output of the dispatchable generators induced by the 
variability of both generator (wind and solar) output as well as the electricity demand. An increase in 
ramp is usually termed a ‘ramp up’ while its decrease is known as a ‘ramp down’. Due to the strict 
need to maintain the generation and demand balance within technically prescribed limits to enforce 
power system security criteria, operators need to ensure the presence of sufficient load following 
resources to compensate for such variations. With the integrations of variable renewable resources, 
particularly wind and solar, the flexible load following resources must balance any change in net 
load. Net load is load minus the VRE output. Thus, the ramping caused by the added VRE resources 
is usually quantified by studying the net load ramp. 

All studies that analysed the impact of integrating VRE resources on power system ramping 
need showed that ramping need and frequency increases as a result of the added variability caused by 
heavily weather dependent energy generation technologies [21,29,35]. The ramping need was 
reported to depend on VRE penetration, its mix and the geographic scale of the system. For low 
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penetration, the ramping need could be compensated by the resources that are prepared to manage 
the regular fluctuation of the power system. However, as the penetration increases, the ramping need 
was reported to significantly increase, requiring more flexible load following resources: either 
generators, storage units, or more comprehensive power line interconnections. Net load ramping 
magnitude related to solar PV increases very strongly as PV system size increases, but the frequency 
remains lower due to more than 50% zero hours at night [21,29]. On the other hand, the wind related 
net load ramp increases both in magnitude and frequency [29,35,55]. The wind-solar mix also shows 
similar behaviour, but the extreme ramp event increases with PV share as observed for Europe [29]. 
The geographic distribution was reported to ameliorate the ramping need, particularly for wind 
resources [29,35,55]. A study made using actual measured data shows good agreement with the 
above findings while also adding interesting insights [35,55]. The study, which analysed the impact 
of actual variable renewable generation on actual net load ramp in California, shows that the 
frequency and uncertainty in system level net load ramp increased during 2016. At the same time, the 
average ramp up and ramp down magnitude was found to decrease as compared to the regular load 
ramp. The decrease was due to the observed implicit ramping compensation that renewables 
provided at some of the challenging regular ramping hours. Specifically, the net load ramp up and 
down magnitude was reduced during morning and evening hours, respectively, due to the 
corresponding down ramping trend of solar and an up ramping trend of wind during the evening that 
may have compensated for some of the evening up ramp. Note that the study qualifies a ramp event 
as 5% of the total load, which may exclude extreme events.  

In another study that analysed several countries’ actual wind generation data, it was shown that 
regions with better wind distribution report lower ramping as a percentage of wind capacity [55]. 
Data based on simulated results also show that wind-solar complementarity has the potential to 
ameliorate related ramping need [29]. In addition to exploiting such resource potentials, increased 
cooperation between adjacent regional power systems can also be used to reduce the balancing need 
by sharing resources [55,56]. At the same time, wind and solar resources may also participate in the 
process of providing balancing, particularly at a time that requires curtailment [57]. However, even if 
the ramping challenge is managed well at all penetrations, the amount of penetration to be achieved 
without storage and curtailment will be limited regardless of wind-solar complementarity. Very high 
energy penetration without storage requires a significant amount of curtailment and vice versa.  

With regards to the impact of wind-solar complementarity on grid penetration, reports show that 
VRE hybrids resulted in a significant increase in grid penetration as compared to any one of them as 
a stand-alone. Table 1 shows an estimate of grid penetration for solar capacity shares of 0%, 50% 
and 100% of the total VRE system capacity for two scenarios of curtailment. The estimates show 
significant improvement in grid penetration for the wind-solar mix as compared to the wind or solar 
technologies as a stand-alone. This is due to the direct effect of the wind-solar resource  
anti-correlation that dramatically improved grid matching. Better penetration for the case of 
California’s grid was partly due to the role of transmission lines plus the geographic distribution of 
resources. 
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Table 1. Estimates of grid penetration by various mixes of wind and solar generator 
capacity [6,19,20]. 

Country/region Share of solar technology in the total VRE capacity 
0 0.5 1 

Penetration (% of 
annual demand) 

Israel (5% curtailment) 32 40* 29 
Israel (0% curtailment) 17 19 17 
California (~0% curtailment) 26 36+ 27 
California (~5% curtailment) 40 52 41 

+: The optimal mix gives approximately 38.2%; *: Penetration reaches 46% for concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) technologies. 

In Shaner et al. [34], a similar grid matching effect was investigated over a larger geographic 
region covering the continental United States and by fixing the share of energy generated by solar or 
wind as a percentage of the total VRE generation (as opposed to evaluating at fixed capacity share as 
summarised above). At the same time, that paper refers to ‘the calculated energy penetration (the 
percent of the electrical energy demand met by VRE)’ as reliability even though several articles use 
the term (energy) penetration [2,20]. In the specific area of power systems, the term ‘reliability’ 
represents a broader context that deals with system adequacy and system security. System adequacy, 
which may have the same relation with energy penetration, is usually measured by indices such as 
loss of load expectation, loss of load probability, expected energy not served, frequency and duration 
of forced outage [58]. Most of these indicators are probabilistic and they measure that the expected 
shortcomings are within an allowed range as opposed to energy penetration. Thus, energy 
penetration is used to summarise their results in a way that is consistent with other sources and the 
meaning of the term. 

Table 2 summarises the approximate values of three parameters estimated after analysing the 
data presented in [34]. Specifically, the estimate is based on their Figure 3. To simplify the 
estimation, a point on a curve is chosen so that the mean VRE generation ratio to the demand (y-axis) 
is approximately 1 and meets the corresponding penetration (‘reliability’) curve for the case of their 
no-storage scenario. This allowed us to easily estimate the corresponding curtailment value. The data 
presented for all cases show high penetration due to the corresponding large curtailment as compared 
to the above two studies. The data in [6] shows approximately 75% penetration of the wind-solar mix 
at 25% curtailment of the Californian grid, which is in good agreement with this data. At the same 
time, the large geographic swath may contribute some value though that appears very small in the 
present condition. Overall, it can be concluded that wind-solar complementarity not only increase 
VRE penetration but also reduces the amount of curtailment that is needed to achieve that 
penetration as compared to the wind or solar system as a stand-alone. However, it is very important 
to note that high penetration without storage requires a wind dominant system because of the hourly 
distribution of its output as compared to solar. 
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Table 2. Estimates of energy penetration at various generation shares of wind and  
solar [34]. 

Solar share  
(% total generation) 

Penetration  
(% annual demand) 

Curtailment  
(% generation) 

Remark 

0 ~75 ~25 Though the 25% wind share achieves approximately 
the same penetration at equal curtailment as compared 
to the 100% wind system, note that it required lesser 
areas of aggregation. For the same aggregation area, 
Figure 2 suggests that penetration and curtailment 
corresponding to a 100% wind energy generation mix 
is approximately 70% and 30%, respectively. 

25 75 25 
50 73 27 
75 60 40 
100 50 50 

Note that the high curtailment in Table 2 is due to the selected reference point in Figure 3  
of [34] but not to endorse high curtailment. A result from well optimised techno-economic studies 
does not show a curtailment higher than 15% [24]. The curtailment in Table 2 is even higher when it 
is compared to total loss (curtailment plus storage loss) in several other studies that are reporting a 
VRE penetration value higher than 85% [6,17–19]. More importantly, techno-economic studies that 
consider diverse resources have shown lower curtailment values of 2.4% to 7.2%, depending on 
scenario design and system structure [59–62]. However, because curtailment and storage loss show 
substitutional effects [24] depending on system design and assumed operation, it is better to use total 
loss as a comparative indicator, which is found for [60] at a global average of 11.2% for a global 
cost-optimised 100% RE power system based on 145 regions with no cross-border interconnection 
power lines. 

The foregoing discussion shows that wind-solar complementarity smooths the output and 
increases grid penetration of the intermittent resources while reducing ramping requirements. 
However, its ability to achieve very high penetration will still be dependent on the presence of 
enabling technologies such as energy storage. The upcoming section summarises storage need and 
how it depends on complementarity. 

3.2. Reduced storage requirement and balancing capacity 

Impacts of complementarity on energy storage were examined in studies by [5,7] for the 
European power system and [6] for the Californian power system. Due to significant differences in 
underlying assumptions and methods as well as reporting, a detailed comparison was difficult. 
However, both studies agree that optimal complementarity reduces storage need and  
balancing (backup) capacity requirement. Moreover, they have shown that, depending on the amount 
of allowed energy curtailment, further significant reduction in energy storage and balancing capacity 
requirement was possible. Focusing on the impacts of complementarity, the European study has 
shown that relative to wind/solar as a stand-alone, an optimal mix of the two technologies reduce the 
storage need for 100% VRE penetration by a factor of 2. The study by [6] looks into the question in a 
far more detailed way and as a result shows several interesting features that need to be discussed. 
Below, we present a brief summary of that result. 

Figure 5 shows that solar and wind have significant differences in the storage capacity 
requirement and use. Note that these studies [5–7,17–19] are focused on solar PV and solar CPV, 
whereas concentrated solar thermal power (CSP) plants without storage were included only in [6]. 
As energy storage capacity (with negligible energy loss) increases, penetration initially increases 
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almost linearly for all wind-solar mixes before they level off (see Figure 5). Solar results in less 
storage, and due to its almost diurnal charging and discharging cycle, it uses the storage more 
efficiently in a technical sense. As discussed above, because of the longer periodic cycle of good and 
weak wind generation days, there is a requirement for larger storage (hence larger energy to power 
capacity ratio) to reach almost the same level of penetration as solar. This results in lower storage 
utilisation. In a recent study of storage requirement for increased VRE penetration [24] performed 
using a techno-economic model, the nexus between curtailment-storage-penetration was explained. 
The study shows that the three parameters simultaneously increase during energy transition. The 
fundamental findings of this study, which were explained using the similar trends reported  
in [17,19], show that a storage capacity lower than daily average demand suffices to reach a grid 
penetration of approximately 90% of the annual demand. These storage technologies are classified as 
diurnal storage. However, to arrive at VRE penetration above 90% a different class of storage, which 
is classed as seasonal storage, should be added in significant magnitude, so that cost-optimised 
solutions can be obtained [24]. Data presenting similar results [11,12,23,42,59–64] are good 
evidence that the nexus exists regardless of resource mix but evidently the specific optimal curve 
depends on the potential resource mix that can be achieved depending on specific conditions. For 
high penetration, high wind or its stand-alone system may require more curtailment or storage 
capacity to arrive at the same penetration depending on which is more economical as compared to 
solar dominated systems.  

 

Figure 5. Penetration of renewables versus network energy storage capacity (total energy 
capacity) for the case of California. All curves, except one, represent a condition in 
which solar technologies have taken some constant fraction of the total renewable 
capacity as shown in the caption. The curve labeled as ‘Optimal mix’ stands for a more 
realistic run that does not limit the wind-solar mix that the model should build. (Data 
taken from [6]). 
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The disadvantage of a wind dominated or a stand-alone wind system was also observed on the 
balancing conventional technology requirement, which is also termed as backup in non-100% RE 
systems. In short, wind requires the largest balancing capacity as compared to the wind-solar hybrid 
or even solar as a stand-alone. For an easy comparison, Tables 3 and 4 are presented in the following. 
Table 3 presents VRE penetration and the required balancing capacity by keeping storage the same 
for two energy loss scenarios. Table 3 shows that resource diversity converts the combined effect of 
storage and energy curtailment to an opportunity in order to arrive at higher penetration with smaller 
storage. Note that wind persistently shows disadvantages in the achieved grid penetration and 
reducing balancing capacity requirements, while solar has shown a good advantage in reducing 
balancing capacity in both scenarios. Due to this, it was reported that in resource rich regions, 
depending on the relative cost of technologies, target penetration and the respective resource 
qualities, the mix could be dominated by any one of the resources. Several studies have reported 
similar results, though using varying cost estimates, levels of curtailment, wind-solar mix and storage 
size [4–6,10,33,34]. This shows that the optimal wind-solar mix should be determined according to 
the best match with the local load and other technical benefits to the respective energy system while 
considering economic requirements. From the preceding section, it is clear that at lower penetration, 
where storage application is less important, wind dominated systems show an advantage by 
achieving relatively higher penetrations. 

Table 3. Grid penetration and balancing capacity requirement for various wind-solar 
mixes evaluated at two total energy loss and storage capacity levels for the case of 
California [6]. 

Total energy loss 
(% of VRE 
generation) 

Parameters Solar share of total VRE by 
capacity 

Storage energy 
capacity 

0% 50% 100%  
0% VRE penetration (% of annual demand) 38 58 52 300 GWh 

Required balancing capacity (GW) 56 47 46 300 GWh 
15% VRE penetration (% of annual demand) 55 81 62.9 186 GWh 

Required balancing capacity (GW) 52 31 39 186 GWh 

Table 4 presents technological capacity requirements to arrive at a grid penetration of 
approximately 52.5 ± 0.5% of the annual demand for the case of no energy loss. From this table, one 
can see that complementarity brings significant advantage over any of the stand-alone systems. It 
also shows that the storage requirement for wind and solar as stand-alone systems were 
approximately 30 and 2 folds the lowest storage capacity (which is 154 GWh), respectively. Other 
researchers [5,7] have reported that storage capacity requirement for wind as a stand-alone reduced 
by half due to complementarity, as reported for a simplified 100% power system analysis solely 
based on wind and solar. This suggests that the comparative advantage of the wind-solar mix in 
reducing storage may depend on grid penetration, among other things. As can be seen in Figure 5, 
after the initial small linear increase of grid penetration with storage, where each wind-solar mix 
shows almost comparable penetration for energy storage, each mix starts to show varying degrees of 
penetration for a single type of storage, with wind showing the lowest and solar the highest 
penetration. The above US-wide theoretical complementarity study [34] also evaluates the situation 
under the availability of the same storage capacity. The result shows that when solar contributed 70–75% 
of the wind-solar generation, a higher wind-solar penetration was achieved with 12 hours of storage. 
Similarly, in [6] higher penetration was achieved by a solar dominated system and a lower storage 
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capacity for California. This effect is a consequence of a fundamental matching effect of these 
resources with [20,22] and without [17,19] storage to the local demand profile. Tables 3 and 4 also 
show that for up to 90% grid penetration (depending on allowed total energy loss), solar arrives at a 
higher grid penetration with smaller storage capacity as compared to wind. However, beyond 90% it 
starts to require a significantly larger storage size due to the need for seasonal storage capacity [24]. 
At 100% grid penetration, solar needs a very large storage capacity, which is comparable to what is 
required by wind. In general, one can conclude that wind-solar resource complementarity brings the 
significant advantage of reducing energy storage capacity and balancing capacity requirements to 
arrive at higher penetration. As shown in this comparison, the comparative reduction in storage size 
requirement depends, inter alia, on grid penetration. 

Table 4. Network storage requirement to reach a grid penetration of about 52.2 ± 0.5% 
of annual demand at different levels of wind-solar capacity mix for California. The 
wind/solar hybrid system is defined as a percentage of capacity [6]. 

Total VRE 
capacity (GW) 

Penetration (% of 
annual demand) 

Network energy 
capacity (GWh) 

Network power 
capacity (GW) 

Balancing 
capacity (GW) 

Wind (% of total 
VRE capacity) 

65.5 52.6 4730.6 44.4 50.3 100 
58.2 51.9 424.4 35.8 50.3 75 
58.2 52.1 320.2 22.2 50.7 70 
58.2 52.2 232.2 20.6 51.3 65 
58.2 52.3 201.3 21.7 51.4 60 
58.2 52.3 165.9 19.4 51.5 55 
58.2 52.2 154.2 18.1 51.7 50 
58.2 52.1 153.8 18.4 51.3 45 
58.2 51.8 160.6 18.7 51.2 40 
67.6 51.9 322.3 29.0 48.3 0 

Economic models were also used to show the advantage of complementarity, but technical 
lessons such as the one discussed above are important to better understand key physical limitations in 
economic models based on constraints. Even if a defined trend in storage requirement as a function 
of resource mix is lacking, the benefit of resource diversity is clear from several reports. Specifically, 
considering broader resource complementarity, it is possible to see further reduction of storage 
capacity requirements by adding other renewable technologies. Resource complementarity between 
wind-solar and hydropower [30], and wind-solar and tidal barrage [31] were also reported. Other 
renewables, such as those based on bioenergy, could also complement these resources [48]. In 
transitioning to 100% renewable energy, exploiting resource complementarity carries an advantage 
of arriving at a more efficient and perhaps sustainable energy system. In the upcoming subsection, 
the role of broader resource complementarity will be briefly discussed. 

3.3. Improving reliability 

As discussed above, reliability is measured at a power system level [58]. The relevant metrics 
are Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) or Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE), which represent the 
probability of an outage and the expected hours of outage per year, respectively [65]. The parameters 
typically take maximum restriction limits of about 0.05% and 3 h/year for LOLP and LOLE, 
respectively [65]. Based on current knowledge, it is impossible to comply with such requirements by 
relying on wind or solar as a stand-alone or their hybrid because of the low matching capability, 
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without further technical solutions. Complying with such limits will require, among other things, 
enabling technologies, such as storage, power line interconnections, sector coupling, and curtailment. 
Data in this study show that the wind-solar hybrid system supplies a little over 70% of the annual 
demand with large curtailment. However, this is not to say that wind-solar complementarity does not 
improve reliability. This evidence can be understood from the possibility to reduce times of power 
unavailability and improve firm capacity and peak average capacity percentages through resource 
complementarity. The reduction in times of power unavailability through wind-solar 
complementarity can be seen from the studies covering the cases of Israel [20], the entire US [34], 
California [6] and ERCOT Texas [32]. Its impact in firm capacity as well as peak average capacity 
percentage can be seen in [32] for the case of the ERCOT Texas region. A firm capacity of as high  
as 17% was reported for the wind-solar mix as compared to 4% for wind and 0% for solar as a  
stand-alone. These facts indicate that wind resource complementarity improves the resource 
contribution to the capacity. But the most important question of reliability in the future system may 
not be about capacity but about managing the energy supply need during times of weak solar and 
wind generation [6]. Thus, complementarity with wider renewable resource types may be more 
beneficial to overcome such a problem. In the next section, it will be examined how complementarity 
with other resources benefits the system. 

3.4. Complementarity with other renewable resources 

Table 5 provides typical data based on results of various studies covering different places. Note 
that the energy storage capacity was given in terms of the local daily average demand for easy 
comparison. The table shows that 100% grid penetration of VRE either takes massive energy 
curtailment plus smaller storage or massive energy storage and relatively lower curtailment, which 
may go along with declining marginal energy storage cost, as for the case of Saudi Arabia. In a study 
by [24], it was shown that during the energy transition an optimal link between storage energy 
capacity, curtailment and VRE penetration exists. However, in a very diverse system both storage 
and curtailment could be minimised or even avoided depending on the mix with other resources, in 
particular hydropower but also bioenergy and their flexibility [13,33,41,42,45,48]. In addition, in 
order to utilise storage and generation resources efficiently, it is always preferable to pursue a 
strategy that promotes an energy system that relies on diverse RE resources than to go for 100% 
VRE. A 100% VRE system is rather of theoretical nature for practically all countries globally, since 
most countries have access to some hydropower, but also to sustainable bioenergy and waste-to-
energy resources, which are often dispatchable. Besides utilising other sustainable renewable 
resources, increasing power exchange by transmission interconnections with other regions may be 
necessary to overcome resource scarcity, or to improve economics. 
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Table 5. Typical parameters and their values gathered for comparison. 

Parameters of 
interest 

Region/country of the study 
Finland 
integrated [10] 

KSAa 
integrated [11] 

KSAa [11] Israel 
[17] 

California 
[19] 

Europe 
[5] 

PJMb 
[9,47] 

VRE penetration (% 
of annual demand) 

70 99 98 90 85 100 100 

Energy storage 
capacity (GWh) 

3990 43407 
 

45398 
 

113 186 16,000 891 

Energy storage 
capacity (daily 
average demand) 

8.6 16.5 19.4 0.83 0.22 1.8 1.2 

Total energy loss 
(% of total VRE 
generation) 

6 (2.5% 
storage loss) 

13.4 (9% 
storage loss) 

14.6 (10% 
storage loss) 

20 (12% 
storage 
loss) 

20 (3% 
storage 
loss) 

50c >50c, d 

Annual demand 
during the studied 
year (TWh) 

105 729 650 50.2 302 3240 276 

Usefulness index 
(a.u.) 

6.3e 11.6e 10e 186 220 NAf 24 

Storage efficiency mixg mixg mixg 75% 75% 100% 81% 
Share of other RE 
resources (% of 
annual demand) 

30 (hydro, 
biomass) 

1 (geothermal) 2 (geothermal) 10h 15h 0 0 

Wind share (% of 
total VRE by 
capacity) 

54 39 40 0 43 60 93 

Energy sectors 
investigated 

power, 
thermal sector 

power, 
desalination 

power power power power power 

a: Data correspond to the result of year 2050; b: This is based on the GIV storage scenario, which was selected for data completeness;  

c: Estimate may not include loss due to storage efficiency; d: Estimate based on the given data [9], in [47] it was shown that at 95% 

penetration the loss was 51%; e: UI could be lower for low efficiency storage because of the resulting larger energy storage need, UI 

for KSA was readjusted for gas storage (the improvement in UI was to maximum 5 points). For Finland, direct use of synthetic gas 

makes it less important (but even if necessary, the change will be a maximum 5 points); f: At 50% curtailment, for a diverse resource 

such as theirs, a penetration of approximately 80% is possible, one could then see the UI will at maximum be 40.5; g: Resource type 

not specified, but considered dispatchable renewable technologies (at the same time, data also show 98% VRE penetration at 25% total 

energy loss as well as storage capacity of about 1.3 and 6 times the daily average demand of California and Israel, respectively; h: The 

dominant capacities and their efficiencies are power-to-gas (electrolyser, 61% [10], 77% [11], CCGT 58% and OCGT 43%),  

battery (>90%), thermal energy storage = 90%. 

Table 5 shows how broader complementarity reduces storage requirement even when it is based 
on models that are not optimised. Excluding those that promoted highly renewable energy systems 
with extensive curtailment, the table shows that studies that considered the mix from  
other (non-VRE) resources have achieved very high penetration at significantly smaller storage 
requirement. A very good example is the case of the study of the Brazilian system [33], which 
reported 100% RE without the need of new storage and curtailment but relied on existing reservoirs 
and resource diversification by 2050. In that study, the share of solar PV, wind energy, hydropower 
and biomass power were 27%, 16%, 34% and 23%, respectively. The other examples are the Finnish 
system [13] summarised in Table 5 and the West African power system [41,42]. The storage in the 
case of the Finnish system is dominantly gas storage, which may be due to biogas digesters and 
synthetic natural gas, resulting in a large capacity at low penetration since the gas storage is mainly 
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used for seasonal storage. The two scenarios for the KSA study [11] (Table 5) present little benefit in 
terms of decreasing storage capacity from sector coupling for the case of the power plus desalination 
scenario because the coupled water desalination sector relies on plants that have high capital cost and 
limited dispatch flexibility, which are not due to technical but economic restrictions [66]. The 
observed energy storage capacity difference between the two scenarios was dominantly due to gas 
storage. At the same time, the corresponding large storage capacity was also due to the requirement 
for large seasonal storage, which is provided by gas storage for mainly synthetic natural gas, at the 
achieved VRE penetration. The foregoing discussion indicates that if an optimal power system is 
designed to accommodate VRE, storage may have lower energy capacity and an improved service to 
the system as discussed in [16–19,24,31]. Under assumed broader resource complementarity, the 
largest storage required to reach a 100% renewable power system will approximately be at maximum 
daily average demand if coupled with modest energy curtailment. In cases where resource 
complementarity prevents this, the need for seasonal storage increases as VRE penetration starts to 
exceed approximately 90% of the annual demand [24]. In this condition, storage could reach as high 
as 30 times daily average demand depending on the resource and the final amount of VRE 
penetration. Resource complementarity and diversity also increase energy security, as the availability 
dimension is positively affected, also documented in a recent energy security index paper [67]. At 
the same time, in the future system the corresponding technical challenges of variability can be 
ameliorated using different techniques depending on VRE penetration. For example, ramping can 
also be managed by a mix of technologies such as hydropower, gas turbines, and batteries, as well as 
electrolysers [68], smart charging and vehicle-to-grid [69,70] solutions, depending on the system. 
Finally, even though the complementarity subject is focused on the generation technology, it is very 
important to note that sector coupling could bring a benefit of its own to the future system which 
could help in reducing some of the challenges of VRE integration [62], while it may have an 
influence on the relative complementarity of wind and solar. 

3.5. Complementarity affected by economic constraints 

Policymakers and system planners have to consider economic solutions, while not 
compromising system reliability and security. This leads to cost-optimised solutions which benefit 
from wind-solar complementarity, as detailed in previous sections. However, the meteorological 
complementarity of wind and solar, and their match with the load are not the sole factors determining 
cost optimization.  

Cross-border grid interconnections can have an influence on the cost-optimised 
complementarity of wind and solar as Child et al. [56] found for the case of Europe. For the case of 
Europe separated in 20 regions, the cost-optimised solution led to a generation option of 39.5% wind 
generation and 60.5% solar PV generation, while a fully interconnected Europe led to an increase of 
wind generation capacities of 9.4% and a reduction of solar PV capacities of 13.5%, while total 
system cost was reduced by 8.6%, curtailment by 32% and total energy storage capacity by 22%. 
Pan-European grids finally allow a better balancing of wind energy over a larger region, so that the 
meteorological complementarity is shifted towards higher shares of wind energy. 

Relative changes of the power generation cost of wind electricity and solar PV electricity, and 
supporting storage technologies such as batteries, can also have a strong impact on the cost-
optimised balance of wind-solar complementarity as documented by Bogdanov et al. [60]. They 
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describe a global power sector transition from the status as of 2015 to a 100% renewable power 
sector in 2050 in full hourly resolution and cost optimised 5-year intervals. The ratio of PV to wind 
started at 24% to 76%, respectively, and gradually changed its global average complementarity  
to 79% to 21%, respectively. One reason is the stronger demand growth in Sun Belt countries, but 
that fundamental trend can be also found in very well developed regions, as confirmed also on a 
more regional level for the major region of North America, where the PV to wind ratio develops 
from 16% to 84% in 2015 to 62% to 38% in 2050, respectively. 

The two cases for cross-border grid interconnection and relative cost changes during the 
transition period highlight that the underlying meteorological wind-solar complementarity is also 
affected by economic constraints for cost-optimised system solutions, as required by policymakers 
and energy system planners. 

4. Implementing complementarity criteria 

While the preceding discussion clarifies the benefit of complementarity, it was not possible to 
find a technique that can ease the implementation of some complementarity criteria during system 
design. Most economic studies report what they find as an economically optimal option according to 
given constraints, thus lack a means to fully enforce complementarity particularly in a way that 
values its contribution to improve ramping need and reliability. This is with the consideration of 
modern energy system analyses done on an hourly scale by including gas turbines, engines, and 
batteries for fast ramping and balancing, while electrolysers, smart charging and vehicle-to-grid can 
further balance power systems with very fast response and high accuracy. The challenge of the 
existing models is due to the complexity of the tools that measure some of these benefits, which 
require considering wide-ranging design criteria [6,19] and a better standard. The weakness in the 
existing methods and indicators [49], particularly the absence of a straight forward parameter that 
can measure specific characteristics, presents a major challenge to ascribe a specific value as to its 
benefit to the power system during the system design. At the same time, local conditions can limit 
the benefit of this complementarity because, among other things, the matching of resources to local 
demand should be optimised in a way that would ensure continuous reliability and security. Thus, 
further studies are necessary to effectively exploit this potential. 

5. Conclusions 

We evaluated the benefits of the complementarity of resources based on the data presented in 
literature. These sources show that: (1) without energy storage, wind-solar complementarity leads to 
a significantly higher penetration of VRE as compared to both resources as a stand-alone. At these 
stages and considering only technical, but not economic constraints, reaching high penetration 
appears to favour a higher wind energy contribution than solar due to its ability to generate electricity 
at night; (2) wind-solar complementarity leads to significantly higher penetration of VRE at 
significantly reduced energy storage and balancing capacities. When curtailment is allowed, wind-
solar complementarity gives a significant advantage by further reducing the storage and balancing 
capacity required to reach a certain penetration level. In the presence of storage to arrive at higher 
penetration, the solar share appears to dominate because of its well-defined periodic output that 
allows storing during day and discharging at night. This effect reduces storage capacity and the need 
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for more wind energy generation outside the solar generation window; (3) wind-solar 
complementarity was also linked to reduced ramping need and improved reliability of energy supply. 
However, tools that can ease consideration of complementarity during system design have not been 
found in the literature. 

Achieving a broader complementarity by incorporating other RE resources could lead to  
a 100% renewable energy system with much lower energy storage. Some studies have already 
reported a 100% renewable power system without the need for significant storage through resource 
complementarity as compared to those which rely on less diverse resources and need larger storage. 
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